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Original design



Essentials

Turning a space into a home is all about 
the details and finding special objects that 
reflect your personality. Stelton works with 

international designers to create long-lasting, 
functional essentials for your home. Designs 

that are aesthetically sustainable and that will 
serve and enhance both your daily life and 

festive occasions, now and in future. 

Welcome to our autumn collection.
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Bon appétit
Gather family and friends around the table and 
enjoy great company and great food. With Agnes, 
designer Zhenyu Wu has created a spacious bowl 
and dish that also make attractive centre pieces 
and enhance your table setting. 

Maya – a Norwegian design 

icon. The Maya steak knife 

and serving spade make 

your dining experience even 

more delightful. Designed by 

Norwegian Tias Eckhoff and  

a timeless classic since 1962. 

Zhenyu Wu was inspired by his own way of cooking hot and cold dishes 

and serving food to share. The serving bowl and dish in stoneware can go 

straight from the oven to the table and suit an easy and informal style. 

The Luna bread basket and 
candle holders make it easy 
to create a cosy ambiance 
at the breakfast or dinner 
table. Luna was designed by 
Halskov & Dalsgaard Design 
in light Scandinavian hues. 
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Enjoy the carefully crafted 

beech handle and the 

combination of materials 

defined by the designers 

HolmbäckNordentoft. 

Thanks to the choice of tone-in-tone colours, 

you can mix and match Emma with new and 

old favourites to create your own style.

An inviting table
Treat yourself, your friends and family to a cosy  
breakfast or brunch set with the Emma range. 

If you appreciate detail and coherence, the  
new Emma bread basket and kitchen roll holder 
will soon be your favourite dining table essentials. 
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Wake up  
from a good 
night’s sleep
Park your mobile phone 
outside your bedroom 
and replace it with  
an Okiru alarm clock. 

Okiru means to wake up in Japaneese 
and Japaneese designer Kazushige 
Miyake has created a classic alarm 
clock that is simple and functional 
and gives you a calm start to the day. 
Use it wherever you need to keep 
track of time. 

An elegant couple 
Add a stylish look to your kitchen 
and enjoy hot water from the EM77 
electric kettle. The original EM77 
vacuum jug was made of steel, and 
now the electric kettle also comes 
in steel to complement the iconic 
design. We call it aesthetically 
sustainable design. 
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Use the classic bread bag, 

designed by Klaus Rath, as a 

multi-purpose bag for: yarn, 

toiletries or toys. 

Maya long spoons: for drinks, 

desserts and coffee.

The portable Pier lamp helps you create the right 

ambiance in any room at any time. The light can 

be set at three different strengths.

Your personal space
Create a beautiful, relaxing setting 
where you can enjoy a calm moment 
with your favourite coffee or tea. The 
EM77 vacuum jug will keep it warm for 
hours while you lose yourself in a good 
book or a creative project. 

Soft natural shades offset by a few mood-boosting 
splashes of colour bring a sense of calm to your 
interior. Enjoy the comfort and restorative benefits  
of a place you can call your own. 
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Stainless-steel cups and bottles: 
 

To Go Click cup 0.4 l. 
keeps your drink hot for 4 hours 

or chilled for 8 hours.

To Go Click cup 0.2 l. 
keeps your drink hot for 2 hours 

or chilled for 4 hours.

Keep Cool bottle 0.6 l. 
keeps your drink hot for 12 hours 

or chilled for 24 hours.

To Go
Design that makes a difference. Save 
resources by bringing your own cup and 
bottle to use again and again. Go for an 
understated look in soft natural hues or let 
your accessories shine. 

Warm minimalism
A new favourite for design lovers: The  
Solis oil lamp combines a classic source 
of light with a sleek modern design. 

Solis, designed by Søren Refsgaard, comes in brass and black.
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Okiru alarm clock 
Art. no. 401 (black) / 401-1 (light blue)  
401-2 (rose) 

Design: Kazushige Miyake is a Japanese 
designer who graduated from the product 
design department at Tama Art University. 
In 2005 he established his own design 
studio Miyake Design that strives to design 
functional and timeless objects. 

To Go Click vacuum insulated cup 0.4 l. 
Art. no. 685-41 (dark gold) / 685-42 (soft bark) 

Keeps your drink hot for 4 hours  
or chilled for 8 hours.

To Go Click to go cup 0.2 l. 
Art. no. 675-41 (dark gold) / 675-42 (soft bark) 

Keeps your drink hot for 2 hours  
or chilled for 4 hours.

Design: Stelton

Emma
Art. no. x-227 (kitchen roll holder) /  x-228 (bread trey)

Design: HolmbäckNordentoft’s design philosophy  
is to create timeless design that evokes excitement  
and has a tangible purpose that generates loyalty  
and affection.

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l.
Art. no. 988 (bark) / 997 (lavender) 

All EM77 vacuum jug components are available  
as spare parts to extend the lifetime of the jug

EM77 electric kettle 1.5 l - steel
Art. no.891

Design: Erik Magnussen has created many 
timeless designs for Stelton, including the popular 
EM77 vacuum jug, the spine of the brand. This 
iconic design merges perfect form with perfect 
functionality.

Bread bag 
Art. no. 1348 (lavender)

100% OEKO-TEX cotton

Design: Klaus Rath trained as an industrial designer 
at the School of Architecture in Århus, Denmark. 
He has designed the bread bag and other award-
winning products for Stelton.

Luna
Art. no. 410 (bread tray) / 411 (tealight holder, 2 pcs.)

Design: Hanne Dalsgaard and Christina Halskov 
are both educated at The Royal Danish Academy 
of Fine Arts, Department of Industrial Design. Their 
fields of activity include both comprehensive as well 
as minor tasks within industrial and product design, 
covering the process from concept and idea 
development to the final product.

Agnes
Art. no. 403 (serving bowl) / 404 (serving plate)

Design: Zhenyu Wu is a designer who draws on his heritage and the 
blend of Asian and European art and culture when creating innovative 
and visionary designs for the home. His vision is to create lifestyle 
products that transcend fleeting trends and become lifelong classics 
through their innovative approach, aesthetics, and functionality. 

Solis
Art. no. 415 (black) / 415-1 (brass)

Vegetable candle 2 pcs.
Art. no. R-96

Design: Søren Refsgaard graduated from Design Seminariet in 
Højer, Denmark in 2003. Later the same year, he established 
his own design studio in Copenhagen. Deeply influenced 
by Danish design tradition, his work mainly features lighting, 
furniture and home accessories.

Keep Cool vacuum insulated bottle 0.6 l. 
Art. no. 355-15 (steel) / 355-16 (dark gold)  
366-17 (bark)  
 

Keeps your drink hot for 12 hours  
or chilled for 24 hours.

Design: Daniel Debiasi and Federico 
Sandri founded their own design studio  
in 2010. A continuous dialogue encouraged  
by spatial, cultural and behavioural 
observations leads the Italian design duo  
to create beautiful design objects. 

Emma
Detail and coherence

Keep Cool 
Vacuum insulated bottle

EM77 & bread bag 
A harmonious combination

Okiru 
Alarm clock

Solis 
For vegetable candle

Made in  
Denmark 

Agnes 
Serving 

Luna

To Go Click

An uplifting source of light 
With its pleasant light, Pier was designed to  
serve different needs for light and to create  
a cosy atmosphere wherever you place it.

The portable Pier LED lamp, designed 

by Danish Søren Refsgaard, can be set 

at three different light strengths, and 

lights up 60+ hours when fully charged. 
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Follow us  
@steltondesign 

 
    

Stelton is a Danish design company with strong roots in the Scandinavian  

design tradition. Characterised by a minimalist design style and high quality,  

Stelton has managed to capture the hearts of design lovers since the late 1960s. 

www.stelton.com 

STELTON A/S · Christianshavns Kanal 4 · 1406 Copenhagen K · Denmark · +45 39 62 30 55 · stelton@stelton.dk
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